
DECODED.
off the grid.



At Decoded we are designing a 
better future through better 
materials.  

Sustainability is not a trend, it’s a 
complete change in the way we 
design, think and operate.

Introducing the new recycle & 
biodegradable collections.

 



Biodegradable Case

Introducing the beautiful and sustainable Bio Leather Case. This 
plastic free Vegetable tanned Leather is biodegradable yet strong 
enough to protect your iPhone from small bumps and falls. The Back 
Cover Bio Case has been meticulously designed and tested to   
protect your iPhone and the environment. 

BIO.





Recyc Leather Detach Case

This innovative eco-friendly leather is made through smart recycling 
of natural fibers (leather gloves) which creates a beautiful and 
durable material that retains all the qualities of traditional leather. 
Combining both style and sustainability without compromise. 

RECYC.



Step 1. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4.

Old cow leather gloves are
recycled and cut down to scraps.

Leather scraps are shredded then 
glued with natural rubber.

The reformed leather sheets are 
pressed and coated.

The leather life cycle begins 
again.





AirCase2 - Biodegradable 

The AirCase is handcrafted using a singular piece of Premium 
Biodegradable Leather. This unique one-piece construction ensures 
superior strength, movement and durability. Providing a secure fit 
with additional drop and scratch protection. The AirCase2 combines 
a sleek design with innovative materials to provide the most stylish, 
sustainable protection for your Airpods.

AIRCASE
2

SAND STONE

NAVY

CACAO

LIGHT BLACK





PRO
Back Cover - 11 Pro, 11 Pro Max

The Back Cover iPhone Case for iPhone 11 Pro & 11 Pro Max  
combines a minimal design with maximum protection. Built with 
shock absorbing materials to protect your device from bumps and 
falls.The bezel has been raised to prevent scratching. The new 
camera ring features a beautiful silhouette and is engraved with 
subtle branding. The Back Cover is hand wrapped using genuine 
full-grain aniline leather that ages and tells your story. 



PRO.



11
Back Cover - 11.

The Back Cover iPhone Case for iPhone 11 combines a minimal
design with maximum protection. Built with shock absorbing
materials to protect your device from bumps and falls.The bezel has 
been raised to prevent scratching. The new camera ring features a 
beautiful silhouette and is engraved with subtle branding. The Back 
Cover is hand wrapped using genuine full-grain aniline leather that 
ages and tells your story. 

.



11.



DETACH 
CASE

2-in-1 Detach Case - 11, 11 Pro, 11 Pro Max

The Detachable Wallet Case is the all-in-one solution for iPhone 11. 
Seamlessly integrating powerful magnets with our Leather Back 
Cover, creating a beautiful  blend of both wallet and phone case. 
The Detachable Wallet protects your device and provides storage 
solutions for all your daily essentials.

BLACK

BROWN



FastPad - Wireless Charger 

The Decoded Wireless Fast Pad is the fastest,most stylish way to 
charge your iPhone. Designed to charge all QI-enabled mobile 
devices. The Wireless Fast Pad has a premium branded full-grain 
leather inlay that prevents scratches and slipping. Available in 5 
colors.

SAHARA/GOLD

NAVY/GOLD

SEAGREEN/GOLD

BORDEUX/ROSE

FAST
PAD

SILVER



Packaging.
 

front. back.front.back.



Aging.

Day 1. Day 30. Day 365.Day 180.

 



THANK
YOU



off the grid.


